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Law school is a strange game, and when youâ€™re starting out it seems like no one knows the

rules. Itâ€™s crucial to hit the ground running, but how? Trust the folks whoâ€™ve been there to

distill what matters and toss the rest. Michael Seringhaus and Brian Savage have been through law

school â€” Savage at Michigan and Seringhaus at Yale â€” and after a couple years sharing advice

with friends, created Law School Done Right, a trim and potent little guide to what matters and what

works in law school. What do you wish youâ€™d known when you started law school? Thatâ€™s the

simple question the authors posed. Seringhaus and Savage compiled their own best tips, and then

polled dozens of colleagues and former classmates. This group included recent grads of law

schools both inside and outside the U.S. News Top 50â€”grads who scored jobs at top national law

firms, who landed prestigious judicial clerkships (including U.S. Supreme, Federal Appellate,

Federal District, and State Supreme Courts), and some who are now young law professors

themselves. When it comes to law school, these folks killed it. And you can too. Law School Done

Right distills this invaluable expertise into bite-sized advice. Thereâ€™s no filler, just proven tips

covering all aspects of law school life. Read them, and do it right. This revised and updated print

edition contains updated content including an all-new section on choosing a law school.
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This book is useful and also SHORT. I've been reviewing tips between my classes. These guys

seem to know what they're talking about. Love it.



This little book can be read in 10 minutes but has a ton of good advice. It is particularly useful as a

beginning point for neophytes, who may want to continue their preparation with more detailed

offerings on class prep and exam prep in particular. Overall, a good job.

The book gives you a quick overview of things to look out for. A good place to start if you are

thinking about law school

A great book offering nuggets of wisdom about the law school process. It's especially helpful for the

uninitiated. If you're starting law school in the fall, save yourself some stress and read this.

Great read that offers simple yet specific pieces of advice. It's a short read and a great addition to

any law school hopeful's library.

As advertised, it is quite short- perhaps ten minutes of reading. That's fine, but half of the tips are

either common sense, not law school specific, or what you can find on any law school related

website. Credit the authors for writing it, but even at it's low price it really isn't worth it.

As someone about to graduate law school this year, I found this book to be absolutely on par with

every bit of advice I would give to incoming and current law students. The brevity of the book should

not undermine the content, but instead highlight the gravity of the wisdom provided. Often books

that seek to give advice for grad school are so long that the "survival tips" provided seem optional

rather than highly HIGHLY recommended. Those who read this book should read it with the

mentality that the pieces of advice in the book are the tried and true, most important things anyone

who has gone through law school could pass on and anyone trekking through law school should

heed. Ultimately no one ever follows all the great advice in any of these books, but take it from

someone who's almost done with school, this will help you do law school as right as you can! :)

As an attorney, I can confidently say that this book has it all right, and without it, law students would

have to learn how to succeed (and survive) law school the hard way. I wish I had it when I started

law school. It is concise and to the point, but that is its purpose (and likely appreciated by law

students, who have enough to read anyway!). I highly recommend this book!
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